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Goals of my talk 
�  1) Roles of the medical director 

�  2) Characterization of what you’ll see in the medical tent 
�  Western States 
�  Two Oceans   
�  Multi day events 
�  Tahoe Rim   
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Why are ultra endurance races 
different? 

�  Usually remote terrain (sometimes harsh) 
�  More metabolic demands on the runner (hotter, colder, steeper, 

etc) 
�  Communication much more difficult 
�  EMS response times much more delayed 

�  Longer races= things are more spread out 

�  Typically not as many runners as big road races 

�  Ultrarunners themselves 
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Roles of Medical Director 
�  Help to establish this mission of the medical staff 

�  Goal is to get as many athletes as possible to the finish SAFELY 

�  Supervise care provided by medical volunteers 

�  Oversee organization of equipment and supplies 

�  Develop/update medical race protocols 

�  Coordinate emergency planning in conjunction with RD 

�  Work with RD on scenarios that could result in race cancellation 

�  Oversee pre-race runner education and post-race follow up 
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Minimum responsibilities for a   
medical director 

�  Figure out how/where injured or ill runners would need to go 
to for advanced care and how they would get there 

�  Communicate what medical resources will  be available to 
athletes during the event 

�  Need to be VERY CLEAR with athletes about these issues 
prior to the race 
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Western States   
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Western States Experience  
(McGowan and Hoffman, Wilderness and Environmental Medicine 2015) 

�  Results from finish line only in 2010,2011 and from all aid 
stations in 2012, 2013 

�  63 consultations for unique runners in 2012/2013 (8.2% of 
starters) 

�  77% of consults occurred on course 

�  55% were able to continue 

�  If you continued, 75% of runners finished 

�  2 cases required transport- (bronchospasm and severe EAH) 
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Western States Experience 
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WS IV use by year 
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WS summary 

� Majority of consultations took place during the 
middle third of the race (43%) 

� 10% of people receiving care were not in the race 
(1500 volunteers and most competitors use a 
pacer) 

� 60% of the issues are medical in nature 
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Two Oceans 
(Schwabe K, Schwellnus M, Derman W, Swanevelder S, Jordaan E. 
BJSM 2014) 
�  21 K and 56K road races 

�  2008-2011 

�  Total runners over 4 years-65,865 (41026 males and 24, 839 
female) 

�  Overall incidence of medical complications was 8.27/1000 
runners 

�  Overall incidence of serious life threatening events was very 
low (37 events or 0.056% of all runners) 
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Two Oceans 
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Incidence of Medical complications 
by organ system- 56K 
Systemd Incidence per 1000 95% CI 

Cardiovascular 3 2.4-3.74 

Musculoskeletal 1.82 1.37-2.42 

Derm 1.48 1.08-2.03 

Muscle Cramps 1.90 1.44-2.5 

GI 1.86 1.41-2.46 

Respiratory 0.80 0.52-1.22 

Electrolyte 0.57 0.34-.094 

CNS 0.15 0.06-0.40 
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New findings  
�  Incidence of sudden death was high in the 21 K (1/20,000 race 

starters) 

�  Postural hypotension, derm, issues, muscle cramps and GI 
complications were the most common specific medical 
complications 

�  Risk of EAH, muscle cramps, GI complications, 
musculoskeletal complications and fatigue were higher in the 
56 K racers than 21K 

�  Incidence of symptomatic hyponatremia was 0.23/1000 
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Multiday events 
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Al Andalus Ultra 
 (Volker Sheer B, Murray A.  Clin J Sports Med 2011) 

�  219 K race in Spain over 5 days 

�  69 Runners (48 Male/21 female) 
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Al Andalus 
�  99 episodes of medical care 

�  Blisters accounted for 1/3 of all medical care 

�  MSK issues accounted for 22/99 cases 

�  Only 3 cases of EAC, 4 cases of vomiting, 3 cases of cramps 
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Racing the Planet Desert Race 

�  5 Day race- 
�  40K first 4 days then 80K last day 
�  Used data from 4 races in 2005-2006 

�  Total of 407 runners (396 consented) 
�  323 men /84 women 

�  85% of participants needed medical care at some point 
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Racing the Planet    
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Injuries by stage   

Type of 
injury 

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5 

Major 
Medical 

17 (47.2) 3 (8.3) 6 (16.7) 10 (27.8) 0 (0) 

Minor 
Medical 

25 (30.5) 18 (22) 15 (18.3) 17 (20.7) 7 (8.5) 

Major 
MSK 

0 (0) 2 (14.2) 6 (42.9) 6(42.9) 0 (0.0) 

Minor 
MSK 

17 (8.4) 43 (21.2) 58 (28.6) 47 (23.2) 38 (18.6) 

Major Skin 1 (8.3) 1 (8.3) 5 (41.7) 2 (16.7) 3 (25) 

Minor 
Skin 

95 (11.5) 149 (18) 200 (24.3) 191 (23.1) 191 (23.1) 
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Race the Planet summary   
�  3.8 injury/illness rate per runner and 65/1000H run 

�  95% were minor 

�  Medical issues (as opposed to MSK/Derm) more likely to 
cause drop out 

�  Increasing age associated with decreased risk of illness/injury 

�  Medical issues more common in first stage of the race 
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Tahoe Rim Trail 
Endurance Races 
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Start/Finish   

Start-Finish 



Tahoe Rim Experience (PRELIMINARY)! 

�  2010-2015- including 50 K/50 Mile/100 mile 

�  Three aid stations- Two on course and one at start/finish/50 
mile mark 

�  Race consists of 55K, 50 mile and 100 mile races 
�  600 runners total- participants roughly equally divided 

�  113+  Runners received medical care (2014 s/f data destroyed 
due to flooding) 
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Care by distance 

�  Cases by distance 
�  55K- 14 cases (2.8 cases/year) 
�  50 miler- 32 cases (6.4 case/ year) 
�  100 miler- 55 cases (11 cases/year) 
�  9 unknown, 1 volunteer, 3 pacers 

�  On course vs start finish 
�  49 cases start/finish 
�  64 cases on course 
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Tahoe Rim Experience 
�  42 cases GI issues 

�  11 cases Exercise Associated Collapse 

�  11 cases MSK issues (pain and abrasions) 

�  8 cases “dizziness” 

�  6 cases muscle cramps 

�  4 insect stings 

�  2 concussion/headache 
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Tahoe Rim Experience 
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Year I stat use IV 
2010 2 1 
2011 5 2 
2012 7 3 
2013 4 1 
2014 5 0 
Total 23 7 



Medications given 
�  Zofran- 17 doses 

�  Albuterol/beta agonist- 3 

�  Antihistamines-2 

�  Epi pen-1 
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Next level of care 

� 3 instances of needing to call for immediate 
transport 
� 1 Helicopter 
� 2 Ambulance 

� 10 Cases sent to ER 
� 2 head injuries, suspected renal failure,  rhabdo, 

cholecystitis, GI bleed (vol), testicular pain, 
hyponatremia, asthma,  syncope/seizure 
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Medical 
forms 
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Summary 

�  Majority of medical care provided is fairly minor 
�  Blister care  
�  GI distress 

� Seems to be a trend for less medical care near the end 
of races 

� Need for emergency transport is low but does happen 
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Restaurant Recommendations in the 
area 

�  Casual food and Burgers- Lodge at Tahoe Donner, Burger-Me, 
Jax on the Tracks, Bridgetender 

�  Pizza- Pizzabar 

�  Sushi-Drunken Monkey  

�  Nice Italian- Pianetta 

�  Breakfast/brunch- Squeeze In,  Coffeebar, Wild Cherries, Fire 
Sign cafe 

�  Mexican- Tacos Jalisco, Blue Agave 
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